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What is helioseismology (in the large handwaving approximation)?

Wave front diagrams illustrating holographic extrapolations from a
subjacent vantage. [From Lindsey & Braun, 2004]
Comes in a variety of flavours:

Helioseismic Holography

Time-Distance Tomography

Ring Diagrams
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Where Did an Active Region Emerge?

The radial component of the magnetic field, scaled to ±300 G, inferred
from MDI observations.

In one of these areas, an active region emerged approximately one
day later: which was it?
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Overview

Select a sample of 107 Pre-Emergence (“PE”) regions based on the
first assignment of a NOAA AR number.

Select a much larger sample of Non-Emergence (“NE”) regions
based on absence of field measured by MDI.

Select the subset of 107 NE regions which matches the distribution in
latitude, longitude and time of the PE regions.

Apply helioseismic holography to Postel projected data cubes of
GONG++ data, using a range of phase-speed filters to sample
different depths.

Compute radial component of potential magnetic field from MDI line
of sight field, and apply same Postel projection.

Construct a set of parameters which characterize the time shifts in
the holography results and strength of radial potential magnetic field.

Look for any differences between the parameters characterizing the
PE and NE regions.
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Average Seismology (PE)
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Evolution (left to right) of smoothed maps of |Br|, δτmn, δτx, and δτy in
TD5, averaged over all PE cases. There are apparent signals in |Br| and
δτmn, and possibly also in δτx, and δτy.
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Average Seismology (NE)
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Evolution (left to right) of smoothed maps of |Br|, δτmn, δτx, and δτy in
TD5, averaged over all NE cases. The variations here given an estimate
of the noise level.
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Best Performing Variables (Revisited)

variable depth Peirce SS

TI-0 δτy sin θ 3.2 0.33± 0.10

-24.5 hr δτy sin θ 2.2 0.32± 0.11

vor sin θ 15.7 0.31± 0.12

TI-1 δτout cos θ 9.5 0.25± 0.10

-19.2 hr div sin θ 15.7 0.25± 0.12

δτin cos θ 6.2 0.25± 0.11

TI-2 div cos θ 15.7 0.36± 0.10

-13.9 hr vor 23.3 0.30± 0.10

vor sin θ 6.2 0.29± 0.11

TI-3 div 11.4 0.36± 0.11

-8.5 hr δτx cos θ 2.2 0.26± 0.12

vor cos θ 6.2 0.25± 0.11

TI-4 δτmn 9.5 0.38± 0.09

-3.2 hr vor sin θ 6.2 0.33± 0.11

δτout 9.5 0.30± 0.10

After matching the distribution of
average unsigned field, the
helioseismic variables still have
a significant ability to distinguish
PE from NE regions.

The performance of some of the
variables is almost unchanged,
suggesting they are not
influenced by the surface field.

The error bars have generally
increased, mainly due to the
smaller sample sizes.

The variable vor sin θ is consis-
tent with a prograde flow.
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Helioseismic Parameters - R. Komm, A. Reinard

Use ring diagrams to invert
for subsurface flows.

Compute the vorticity
(ω = ∇×v), kinetic helicity
density (h = ω·v) of the
flow at a variety of depths
(∼ 1 to 15 Mm).

Combine helicity density at
all depths into Normalized
Helicity Gradient Variance
(NHGV), which measures
the change in helicity with
depth.
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Helioseismic Density Estimates - A. Reinard, R. Komm

Nonparametric density estimates for NHGV.
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Helioseismic Predictions - A. Reinard

Results for Flare
Forecasting Based on
NHGV and Surface
Magnetic Field Strength.
From Reinard et al. (2010).

Flares are M- and X-class.

Skill scores are typically
around 0.3

Time Period Hit Rate (%) False Alarm Rate (%) Heidke Score

1 day before flare 32.7% 62.4% 0.33

2 days before flare 27.3% 71.0% 0.27

3 days before flare 25.0% 71.7% 0.25

1-3 days before flare 44.3% 65.8% 0.36

0-3 days before flare 49.3% 65.1% 0.36

All days 58.1% 65.0% 0.38Flare Prediction from Helioseismology – p.10/13



Results from Helioseismic Holography

C1.0+, 24 hr M1.0+, 24 hr X1.0+, 24 hr

There are some differences, but as usual, the prior probabilities
swamp the differences for large events.
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Results from Helioseismic Holography

C1.0+, 24 hr M1.0+, 24 hr X1.0+, 24 hr

Forcing the priors to be equal, the differences become clearer.

As usual, the distributions are different, but there is considerable
overlap.
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Conclusions

There are statistically significant differences between the properties
of our pre-emergence and non-emergence samples. However...

None of the variables we considered can clearly distinguish an
emergence from a non-emergence for any single region.

The results are consistent with a shallow converging flow, and a
deeper prograde flow that persist for at least a day prior to
emergence, but no inversions were performed.

Helioseismology does return information that can partly distinguish
flaring from flare-quiet regions.

Perhaps it will be most useful for long term forecasts: it may be able
to measure what’s coming before it reaches the surface. Or...

This may be the most convoluted way we have yet found of
measuring the size of an active region.
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The Answer

The radial magnetic field approximately two days after the initial images.
On the left is NOAA AR 10559.
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